APIA Scholars
Making A Difference

With an annual portfolio of $15 million and with a staff of 15, we support APIA scholars from 11 different time zones that cross the globe, who speak more than 300 languages, and who celebrate the cultures of 48 distinct ethnicities.

Through 2020, we EDUCATED our APIA young professionals through scholarships and academic opportunity our programs and services have benefitted:

- 7,200 scholarships awarded
- 24,000+ household family members impacted
- $102 million has been appropriated to AANAPISIs since their founding
- 43% (or nearly half) of APIAs attend an AANAPISI
- 1.13 million+ AAPI students enrolled in undergraduate education

We ELEVATE our message by sharing opinions, information, and learning experiences to

- 600,000+ APIA community members and supporters
- 800 active volunteers annually
- 461 mentor volunteers across mentorship programs
- 250+ corporate and foundation funders

We EMPOWER our community through influence and interactions with our community:

- More than 900 hours of mentorship conversations between our professionals and scholars through our mentorship programs.
- Nearly 3,000 volunteer hours were logged throughout our 2020 Volunteer Scholarship Read. The average volunteer provided us 8 hours of volunteer time, equivalent to one standard work day.
- 7,500+ families reached across 21 locations through our Jump Start programming.
- More than 3,000 congressional members, policy advocates, researchers, students and supporters convened at our Higher Education Summits.

Learn more: apiascholars.org